The Chairman’s Notes by Paul
July Chairman Report
WHAM is officially in Summer mode! It has been great to see so many of you
out on a Sunday ride and at our other events.
Firstly congratulations to Roger Brooks on passing his National Observer test
with flying colours. I know he put a lot of effort into preparing for the various
aspects of the test. Well Done!
Ali Lewis and Tony did a fantastic job organising the weekend to Exmoor and
sorting routes respectively. We were blessed with fantastic weather and surprisingly quiet roads.
The accommodation was comfortable with good food. Spookily – why do fish and chips taste
better by the sea? WHAM happily tucked into the local delicacy whilst avoiding seagulls!
Thanks also to Den for organising probably
the best Slow Riding Day WHAM have
offered. What a fantastic turn-out. Feedback
has been very positive from you all and
many have mentioned how good an
opportunity it was to test you and your bike
in a controlled environment. Seems many of
you particularly enjoyed the braking
exercise! It was another great team effort.
Stuart Poole set up the Ashes course for us
all to try. Thank goodness for the ‘easier!’
course to get us warmed up. Del will soon
be putting together a squad to start training
for the Ashes with a view to maintaining our
unbeaten record
With the sun beating down it seems a bit strange to mention Christmas! However it is time for us
to ensure we are booked and ready for the WHAM Christmas Dinner. Thank you to those who
have contacted me or talked to members of the Committee to express their thoughts and ideas.
Your views are noted and taken seriously. The last dinner was very kindly organised in Hereford
and a great time was had by all. We are conscious that you, the membership live in a large
couple of Counties.
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The News
We would like to get as many views and ideas as possible before finalising plans. Please email
me on wham.worcester@gmail.com or talk to a member of the Committee if you wish to have
your ideas heard.
Finally I have been working on further improving my riding. Having my riding filmed was a great
benefit to me to enable me to visualise any feedback given. I have been working particularly on
following distance behind vehicles, particularly in the vicinity of double white lines. When I
consciously work on it I find I can always maintain at least a 2 second gap but it wasn’t
embedded……until I realized the habit was exacerbated in the car during the commute to
Hereford; planning the day and listening to the radio. Focusing on this has enabled me to now
maintain the gap unconsciously in the car and this skill has definitely been passed on to my
riding. I would recommend an evaluation of your riding from time to time and the training team
are always happy to help.
I wish you all a very happy summer of riding and look forward to hearing your views. The
Committee and I are keen to represent the thoughts of the membership so we all have the most
fun possible on our bikes and socially as well. Enjoy your riding!

Congratulations to the following members on completing their SKILLS for LIFE package!!!

Anthony Jeynes

Cliff Poultney

Observer; PaulWhitcombe

Observer; John Hodges

Lorraine Sellick

Frank Edgar

Observer Annie Morgan

Observer Brian Morgan
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Members Articles
Update on Paula Rayner’s bike that was
stolen last year
I thought WHAM newsletter readers might be interested to
know what has been happening regarding my battle
with my bike insurance company these past 12 months.
Here goes.....
Having read that it was that time of the year when the
WHAM slow riding event was once again occurring it
reminded me that it was at last years' slow riding
event that I last rode my Harley Davidson 883 sportster. A couple of weeks later it was stolen
from the rear garden of my house and, although recovered within an hour, just a few hundred
metres away, smouldering and battered I have spent the past year at loggerheads with the
insurance company my brokers chose for me.
The crux of my insurance battle was that, although I have been with Bennetts, my brokers, since
2007, I had not realised that in 2013 they suggested a different insurance company to me than
the one i had used for the previous 5 years. There was (what transpired to be significant) small
print in what is called "the garaging clause". The new insurance company, Zenith, inserted
an additional endorsement to that clause stating that if my bike was not in the locked garage and
was stolen within 500 metres of that garage then it would not be insured. Following the theft of my
bike I made a claim for the repairs and they rejected that claim referring to the garaging clause. I
wrote to them over the months that followed, stating this was an unfair clause, for so many
reasons. But they would not budge.
I then took my complaint to the
Ombudsman in January and, in June this
year, they wrote to say that whether the
clause was fair or not it was clearly written
and not hidden and that I had no
complaint against Zenith. You can
imagine how upsetting that decision has
been for me. The bike has languished all
this time at the back of the repair shop
and I now have to pay for the all the
repairs, despite having insurance. Those
repairs are now being undertaken by a
very patient and understanding mechanic,
so I hope to be back on the road again
before the end of the summer!
So what have I learnt from this? Definitely
that I need to read the small print of any
insurance renewal to check that the terms and conditions of that insurance are what I need and
require. I had the opportunity to do just this when my partner's renewal with Bennetts came
though recently. He is with a different insurance company but again I found a slight change to the
garaging clause that said if the bike was stolen within 500 meters of the garaging address and
was not in a locked garage then the excess would be doubled - not so devastating as not being
covered at all, I thought. But there was another addition to this clause on his policy. It added that
this 500 meter rule applied to his home address as well as his garaging address! (He garages the
bike overnight 3 miles away from his home address as he does not have a drive or a garage). I
phoned Bennetts for clarification.
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Can this endorsement mean that the bike has to be garaged even at his home address, even
though clearly he has declared the garaging address as elsewhere. Oh yes, they checked with
the insurers. Both addresses were included - even though there was no logicial way he could
ever put his bike in a garage at home - he
doesnt have one....So I asked them - apart from
leaving the bike 500 meters away from his home
address and then walking home to, say, have a
cup of tea - change jackets etc - is it possible to
change insurers to avoid this ridiculous clause?
Unbelievably there was no need to change
insurers at all. All we had to do is not declare
that the bike is garaged at all - thats right - by
removing the "restriction" of declaring the bike
garaged overnight the bike would be covered by
the insurance oolicy anywhere at all - just
another £50 extra to pay on the premium.
Words fail me...........Paula Rayner
To join just login to your Facebook account and type 'Worcester
and Hereford Advanced Motorcyclists' in the search box at the top
of the page, then click on the 'Join Group' button at the top right
of the screen – one of our Admins will then approve your
membership (we don’t just let anyone in, only WHAM Members can
join!). And if your not on Facebook, this is a good reason to join.

WHAM! Regalia
Have you bought your WHAM! clothing
yet? We’ve got polo shirts and T-shirts in
stock - for £12 and £10 respectively.
You can also buy fleeces and other wham
regalia - just let us know what you want.
To purchase wham! polo or T-shirts
Please contact: Alex Hoyle.
whamsecretary@trackdown.co.uk

Club Notice Board
Please send notices to whamnewsletter@gmail.com
Up coming EVENTS
Den’s Trials day (July) CANCELLED
Remember to check the ‘Programme’ section
of the WHAM website for the SUNDAY ride
out routes.

This months video shows the need for good
preparation!!!

Preperation

http://www.whammotorcycling.org/programme/
Worcester and Hereford Advanced Motorcyclists
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Members’ Articles
1st Sunday Ride By Ant Jeynes
After passing my advanced test just over a week ago it was now time to
go on my first Sunday ride out with the WHAM IAM group. Bike prepped
and route taped to tank the night before it was just a case of getting up,
breakfast and out the door. Even though I had met many of the riders
before I was still very nervous, it was a strange feeling to arrive for a ride
without Paul my observer and not knowing the protocol, I needn't have
worried as it was all very relaxed and friendly.
I was given a group to ride with, Derek McMullan, Ant Clerici and Richard Hewitt, who made sure
I knew the route and off we went heading for Crossgates via the windiest route they could find!
As soon as we started I realised the whole dynamic of riding had changed, how far should I be
away from the rider in front? Should I be in line or in a staggered formation? Was I really good
enough to be able to ride with this group? As the ride progressed it became obvious it was not
about how fast you could go but about keeping a safe good top-end speed through the curves
and the straights, and using the skills learnt. Seeing the bikes in front taking up the same positions together was a thing of beauty which I am proud to say I was a part of. Throughout the ride
I can't say I rode my best as the nerves made my body posture rather tense but I thoroughly enjoyed the ride.
When we arrived at the cafe I was introduced to a group of riders from Hereford
and over a cup of tea given some words of
encouragement and a few tips on my riding
skills; all very welcome. At this point the
riders were deciding where they would like
to go next: quickest route home, alternate
route home or farther afield. I left Derek
and Ant chatting at the cafe and rode home
with Richard along the well trodden but still
pleasurable A44.
To sum up, all the hard work taken to
achieve my pass result was worth it in just
this one ride alone! To have earned the right to be able to ride with the WHAM group and start to
take my riding to another level is a very good feeling indeed. If you are about to do your first ride
out you are in for a treat. Don't be like me: give yourself a head start by reading the Group Riding
document on the Wham website.
Looking forward to future rides
Anthony Jeynes …Ant …Tony …Jeynsey …other. You decide what you call me as unusually
there seems to be a glut of Ants!
Worcester and Hereford Advanced Motorcyclists
http://www.wham-motorcycling.org/
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Members’ Articles
Epic bike trips or ‘How far have you been?’ By Ant Clerici
Some bikes have notoriously low mileages…..1800
miles in 4 years…so where have they not been?
What have their riders missed out on? A trip from
Dudley to Quatt in the dry is hardly biking so I’m
interested in your epic trips and to start the ball
rolling, get the wheels turning, here are some of
mine…..
This year – Grandru in Belgium to Worcester 443 miles (223
miles/ferry/220miles)
Last year Barra, Outer Hebrides to Worcester: 411 miles (3 miles then a 5
hr ferry in a force 9, then 408 wet and windy miles)
Also:
Prague/Koln 428 miles (mainly autobahn at 100mph!)
S of Bordeaux to Worcester 605 miles (466miles/ferry/139 miles)
Santander to N Portugal 403 miles
Grandru to Worcester via Hereford 464 miles (223miles/Chunnel/241miles)
So my record in a single day is over 600 miles including a 5hr ferry: all made possible by a cancelled ferry in Spain
forcing us to ride through France without GPS or even a map! (those were the days) This was on a BMW 1200GS, 2
up with full panniers. Oh yes, in October so it wasn’t too hot! We left Santander at around 4pm and made it as far
as the border when we encountered a closed motorway, then negotiated Biarritz without a map as it got dark. We
stopped at a motel S of Bordeaux then begun the epic day at 5am arriving home at midnight.
The other bike fact I’d like to hear about is – the
FURTHEST from HOME you’ve ridden your bike. I
guess we may have to exclude shipping bikes to far
flung places? Mine is probably on the trip to the
Dolomites where we got to Mt Grappa – just short
of Venice. Or maybe Oporto but that included a
longer ferry or Prague……
I have a feeling that Den can beat this……can you?

WHAM Team Speedway
Currently WHAM’s Team Speedway stands at seven “competitors” plus a small (but very select!) support
team. The competitors are:
·

Del Britton

·

Andrew Dodwell

·

Richard Hewitt

·

Guy Jameson

·

John Nixon

·

Derek McMullan

·

Ed Price

WHAM has a provisional reservation for up to 10
places so this is your chance to join the most
challenging WHAM event of the year!
Contact Derek McMullan on 07791 102 218.
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Members’ Articles
On any Sunday!!!
By Ian Barnard
Last Sunday I rode with Tony and Andy (Dutnall). We
only got as far as Tenbury Wells when ominous blue
smoke started to pour off Tony’s Yamaha. Trying to
catch up with Tony is never easy but I was able to warn
him at the junction with the A49. We carried on a bit
further but Tony had a major slide at the Harry Tuffin
roundabout in Ludlow. We went on to the next
roundabout when Tony wisely decided to stop and have
a look. It was clear that the Yam’ was leaking a fair
amount of oil from, it seemed, around the oil filter area,
if not the filter itself. Tony contacted Carol Nash breakdown and was advised of a 75 min wait.
Any put Tony on the back of the Ducati and we all three went down to the Squirrel at the H Tuffin
roundabout for a very nice breakfast. Tony even paid for all of us so it can’t be true what they say
about him.
The garage arrived on time and probably broke every H & S rule when loading the bike but it was
pretty secure at the end.
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The Chief Observers page.
Left Hand Bends

Here are four simple guidelines that advanced riders use when
negotiating left hand bends;
1. Plan your ride on what you can see, what you can’t see and what you
can reasonably expect to happen.
2. Position yourself to maximise view.
3. Always be able to stop safely on your side of the road, in the distance
you can see to be clear.

Del Britton

4. Always sacrifice position for safety.
However, is positioning for view now too dominant in our minds. Do we give sufficient emphasis
to “anticipating what can reasonably happen” with a resultant “sacrificing of position”? We have to
think that “delivery van man” (in a hurry and cutting right handers) will always be around the next
bend so we’ve got to make allowances for him. We don’t want to be sitting out near the centre of
the road if he suddenly appears so we need to moderate our position and move in a foot or two and if necessary reduce speed a little.
Here are a couple of scenarios; is it good to be out towards the white lines as we go round this
bend? Where would you be?

Worcester and Hereford Advanced Motorcyclists
http://www.wham-motorcycling.org/
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The Chief Observers page.
Remember, if you ever find yourself having to adjust position abruptly when an oncoming vehicle
appears then, you were most probably too near the centre of the road in the first place.
Here is the perfect place to maximise position for view. Being out near the centre line means we
see any oncoming vehicle nice and early which allows a smooth change of position to maintain a
good safety bubble.

Where is the safest place to be when going round a sharp left hand bend? Over to the left – but
travelling slowly?; advanced riders make progress, so we use our position to increase view –
which allows increased progress.
Where to be and what speed to be travelling for each left hand bend varies – but provided you
never have to alter your position abruptly when an oncoming vehicle appears, then you’ve got it
about right!
Many thanks to John Hodges who put this editorial together.

Worcester and Hereford Advanced Motorcyclists
http://www.wham-motorcycling.org/
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Members’ Articles/Adds
Please send your stories to whamnewsletter@gmail.com
Motorcycle Boots – What do they do for us? By Derek McMullan
Motorcycle boots are an essential bit of kit for every
motorbike rider but they’re just another type of shoe, right?
Yes, fair enough the boot does cover your foot but has
some much more important functions than your everyday
footwear. The vivid photo underlines the most vital aspect
of protecting both foot and lower limb.
So as well as protection there is a range of subsidiary
factors to consider when you’re next in the market for
some boots. There are a wide range of styles including
off-road, racing, cruiser and street style boots, these will
give us a start as a buyer but those additional factors can
make the difference between long-term comfort and
another early change.
Depending on the type of boot you’re considering these
factors may be relevant:
·

Fit is vital in order to get a motorcycle boot that
provides the best protection, however in the summer you’ll want ventilation; in the winter insulation.
An all-year boot has to be a compromise; a little
more room in the summer is good to circulate air
and provides the space for winter socks.

·

Goretex boots are waterproof but hydrophobic leather whilst not “proof” is pretty good too unless you’re
out in biblical weather.

·

Leather has the great advantage that we all know how to clean it. Some textile boots are so complicated owners just give up trying to keep them smart.

·

Will you be able to change into day-shoes when you arrive or will you be doing some walking in the
boots. Racing or off-road boots are the worst for walking.

·

Speaking of walking are the soles replaceable? Repairing existing boots is cheaper than buying new.
On a similar note are any toe-sliders fixed or replaceable.

·

If you’re really going off-road consider whether the sole will give adequate grip on the footpegs in the
gooey stuff. Similarly when the boots are plastered in mud will the type of fastener allow you to adjust
the fit on your foot and lower leg with your gloves on?

·

What do you need to consider various factors when purchasing motorcycle boots, including materials,
construction, height, and closures. Many different motorcycle boots come with extra features, such as
extra padding, that can also be useful.

·

Bearing in mind the rest of your kit will reflective material be useful on the boots?

Worcester and Hereford Advanced Motorcyclists
http://www.wham-motorcycling.org/
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Caught on Camera!!!

Denise and Sharon

Send in your ‘WHAM’ photo’s

Ali D, Gerry and Anne, without these 3 ladies the slow riding day
would have been a hungry and thirsty affair. A BIG thanks from
all of WHAM to these catering angels.

Andrew Eley enjoying his first slow riding day
Pete Kellie

Stuart Poole demonstrates that KTM’s
stop as well as they go
Gary Barnes
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